HOW TO Guide ….
Setting Doors into Campervan
Furniture
Tools required:

Components required:
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Hand Router with 6mm collet
Jigsaw with fine wood blade
Internal collar for Router
6mm diameter x 20mm flute cutter
2mm horizontal slot cutter (CC-SC-2MM)
Drill/driver
Mallet
19mm wood bit
Clamps & Workmate
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Lightweight Ply Furniture board (we have
12 finishes available to choose from)
15mm T-Trim (4 finishes to choose from)
15mm Door Trim (4 finishes to choose
from)
Cranked hinge pair (CC-CH-DG)
Push Button Latch Set (CC-LT-RN)
12mm MDF
Screws; 3.5mm x 10-12mm (hinges and
latch body)
Screws; 3mm x 20mm countersunk
(strike plate)

There are several ways of setting doors and openings for your furniture – Flush, surface mounted and partially
recessed are all options. This How To Guide looks at the partially recessed option. This is a neat design that has a
versatile application and has a more professional look to it that the surface mounted option, it also uses less
material, with the cut-out material for the door actually becomes the door front. This also has the advantage of
maintaining pattern consistency on grained finishes such as Driftwood or Zebrano board.

Instructions
I.

Once you have your furniture front cut to the correct size, set the front to one side and cut a piece of 12mm
MDF to exactly the same dimensions. The MDF will be the template 1 with which the door aperture will be cut
out.
Draw the size required for the door opening accurately onto the template. We recommend that a radius of no
smaller that 20mm is used for the corners (2 - any smaller and the Door trim used will struggle to bend to
shape)

II.

The actual door size when cut will be a few mm smaller so allow for this in your sizing if specific door sizes are
required. As a rule you will need a minimum of around 50mm from the edge of your board to the outside edge of the
door aperture, to avoid the board splitting when the trim is knocked on.
The door aperture on the template needs to be carefully jig sawed and sanded straight.
III.
IV.

Use a 6mm Flute cutter with a cutting edge of 16-20mm 3 . This size cutter will allow the cut out piece of
board to be used as the door front.
The template is clamped in place on top of the furniture front, make sure that the template and the front
underneath are clamped through to your workmate so that they don’t move when pressure is placed
against the template with the router. The MDF template is used as a following guide to router out the
door openings. 4

You will most likely need to re-clamp the work as you move around the template hole, with this in mind it is useful to
have a couple of pieces of double sided tape between the template and the front panel, so that when the clamps are
released the templated doesn’t slip from position over the front panel.

Using a good quality router makes the job easier as it will have micro adjustment settings, but a cheaper router from B
& Q will still do the job. A following guide for the router is ideally required to protect the template from the rotating
cutter shank 3. You can route out the door without one, but you will have to take care not to burn/damage the
template (try turning the speed down) as the cutter shank rubs on the template.
V.

VI.

Make sure you mark the door, so you know which is the front face and also its orientation, otherwise any
error in the template will mean that the door won’t fit back into its position, and also the grain won’t
match through the front. 5
To make the cutting easier and placing less strain on the cutter, the aperture can be cut in two passes.
Drop the cutter height half way into the wood and lock off the depth for the first pass. Make the second
pass through the wood thickness and pause half way round, tape up the half that is cut through (this will
stop the door dropping through the hole or vibrating within the hole once cut through.

N.B. Internal routing like this needs to be done in a clock-wise motion, (This is called cutting up hill), otherwise the
router will pull away from the side wall of the template)

VII.

VIII.

The cut door and aperture cut edges need to be lightly sanded with a sanding block to deburr and clean the
edges. 7 8

Once the door aperture has been cut clamp the board in place and use the router slot cutter to cut in
the slot for the trim. 9 10

IX.

X.

This needs accurate setting on the router 9 the T-trim depth setting usually puts the slot in the middle of the
board thickness. (Use a scrap bit of board to get the depth setting correct- knock on a bit of scrap trim to test
the depth) If the slot is too low then the trim will chip the laminate when knocked on, too high and the trim
will have a gap under its lip.
The slot for the door trim may not have the same depth setting as the T-trim, again use an off cut of board to
check and set the depth so that when the door trim is knocked on its front lip just sits over top of the board
edge.

XI.
XII.

The T-trim and door trim don’t normally need to be glued in, but care is needed in knocking it on
correctly and evenly 11 12
There is a bit of a knack to knocking the trim on well. With your left hand guide the trim into the slot
and knock in place firmly with a rubber mallet 13 As you tap the trim into the radius corners use the
handle of the mallet to get in tight to the corners 14 As a rule you will need a minimum of around
50mm of board to the edge of your aperture to avoid the board splitting when the trim is knocked on.

XIII.

Watch out for shadow gaps on the back side of the trim, in particular around the corners, as this will interfere
with the door when it closes 15 16

The door trim is more difficult to knock on correctly, if you fail the first time you may have to place some glue in the
slot hole and tape the trim in place while it dries. It will help to warm the trim up slightly with a hairdryer/hot air gun.
Make sure that the end of trim you knock in first is perfectly square, so that you can create a good joint when the
other end is butted against it.

XIV.

XV.

Start knocking on the Door Trim on the side you plan to place the hinges, in the middle of the door length,
knock the trim on to, and half way around the first corner. If you are right handed then you will be knocking
the trim on anti-clockwise, with the front face of the board towards you.
As you complete the corner, pull gently on the trim and knock the trim on with a 45 degree direction from the
mallet, this will help to tighten the trim around the corner 17
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XVI.

XVII.
XVIII.

XIX.
XX.

Once the trim has been knocked on all the way around the door, the trim is cut square 1-2mm over length
(again make sure it the cut is perfectly square). The trim is then butted up against its start point and tapped in
place 18 19 20
When fitting the door latch, mark your hole position accurately (the latches we supply require a dimension of
26mm from the edge of the door trim to the hole centre). 21
The perfect hole size is 19.5mm but a 19mm with a quick file out will work 22 . The rosette should be a push
fit to around half its depth then tap in with a mallet. Check the latch is working correctly and then screw
centrally in place 23 24

The latch should push in and release freely without rubbing or catching, if it does catch slightly try shaving off
a little of the opening on the back side of the cut hole with a Stanley knife.
The doors now need their hinges. The cranked hinges are handed, so need to be correctly positioned left and
right. The hinges should be positioned just to the side of the radiused corners so that they sit on the straight
part of the edge approx. 30mm in from the edge 25

XXI.

XXII.

XXIII.

With the hinges secured in place, the door needs to be placed centrally into the front. Its easiest to do this
from the back side of the panel. The hinges hook over the board edge, test to see if the door shuts
uninhibited, adjust position as required and screw in place 26

With the back face still facing you check again to see if the door closes smoothly 27. With the door closed and
the latch engaged the striker plate can be located, marked and screwed in place 28. The striker plate may be
close to the edge of the board in which case angle the screws into the centre of the board for strength 29
When you lightly tap the door from the front side with your finger there should be no movement/rattling of
the door against the striker plate. 30 31

Step back and admire your handy work…that’s one step closer to completing your van.

